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English law (like the law of New York) is a dominant governing law for international

financial transactions.2 English lawyers like to think that English law is particularly well-adapted

to dealing with new commercial problems3 English law is flexible, and English judges have

tended to be pragmatic. When English judges have decided cases in ways that created

uncertainties for the financial markets, as in the local authority swaps cases,4 other institutions

have focused on promoting legal certainty.5 The Bank of England encouraged the formation of

the Financial Law Panel to address issues of uncertainty.6 The current Financial Markets Law

1 Professor of Law, University of Miami School of Law, PO Box 248087, Coral Gables,
FL, 33124, cbradley@law.miami.edu ; http://blenderlaw.com . © Caroline Bradley 2019. All
rights reserved.

2 Cf. Horst Eidenmueller, Collateral Damage: Brexit's Negative Effects on Regulatory
Competition and Legal Innovation in Private Law (May 2, 2018). European Corporate
Governance Institute (ECGI) - Law Working Paper No. 403/2018. Available at SSRN:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3171973 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3171973 (arguing that Brexit
will reduce innovation in private law in the UK and also in the EU 27). Meanwhile Singapore
plans to become a leading centre for international restructuring. See, e,g., Ministry of Law, Public
Consultation on Proposed Amendments to the Companies Act to Strengthen Singapore as an
International Centre for Debt Restructuring (Oct. 2016).

3 See, e.g., Sir Geoffrey Vos, Chancellor of the High Court The Law Society’s Inaugural
Lecture on the Future of Law (May 8, 2018).

4 See, e.g., Shahir Guindi, Hazell v. Council of the London Borough of Hammersmith and
Fulham and Others, 25 INT’L LAWYER 1031-1041 (1991).

5 Cf. Sir Geoffrey Vos, Chancellor of the High Court, Certainty v. Creativity: Some
Pointers Towards the Development of the Common Law, ¶ 38 (Sep. 17, 2018) (“The commercial
judges place great store by certainty in the law because that is what attracts business people
across the world to make use of common law systems and common law jurisdictions. Public
lawyers sometimes place greater emphasis on the justice of the outcome in the particular case,
not being overly concerned by the possibility that the outcome is less predictable when it turns on
judicial discretion.”)

6 See, e.g., Caroline Bradley, Private International Law-Making for the Financial
Markets, 29 FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 127, 175 (2005).
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Committee continues the work the Financial Law Panel began, although it stresses its

independence from the Bank of England.7 The creation of a Financial List as a specialist court in

the UK to deal with cases involving the financial markets and with a new test case procedure “to

facilitate the resolution of market issues on which there is no previous authoritative English

precedent” is a recent development in this process of ensuring that English law works well for

financial transactions, including international transactions.8 

Brexit threatens the status of English law as a dominant law for international transactions.

Within the EU, while the UK is a Member State, the choice of English law as a governing law for

transnational contracts, and the choice of English courts as a locus for dispute resolution, is

supported by EU law regimes for choice of law9 and jurisdiction and judgments.10 EU rules

define the circumstances in which the courts of a Member State have the right to exercise

jurisdiction over disputes, limit the ability of Member States to require courts of another Member

State to cease exercising jurisdiction,11 and provide for the recognition of judgments of courts of

other EU Member States. The system is one based on mutual trust between the EU Member

7 See History of the FMLC at http://fmlc.org/about-the-fmlc/history-of-the-fmlc/ (Visited
Sept. 12, 2018).

8 See History at
https://www.judiciary.uk/you-and-the-judiciary/going-to-court/high-court/courts-of-the-chancery-
division/financial-list/history/ (visited Sept. 12, 2018).

9 Regulation No 593/2008 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations (Rome I),
OJ No. L 177/6 (Jul. 4, 2008).

10 Regulation No 1215/2012 on Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, OJ No. L 351/1 (Dec. 20, 2012) (the Recast
Brussels Regulation).

11 Gasser (Case C-116/02) [2003] ECR I-14693; Turner (Case C-159/02) [2004] EUECJ
C-159/02; West Tankers Inc. v Allianz SpA (Case C-185/07) [2009] EUECJ C-185/07. The
Italian torpedo problem (a practice of initiating litigation in Italy which would take a very long
time to resolve in order to prevent litigations elsewhere) led to changes in the rules. See, e.g.,
David Kenny & Rosemary Hennigan, Choice-of-Court Agreements, the Italian Torpedo, and the
Recast of the Brussels I Regulation , 64 Int’l & Comp. L. Q. 197 (2015).
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States.12 

It is not clear whether any similar arrangement will be negotiated between the UK and the

EU for the period after Brexit, and whether there will be any continuing obligation of mutual

trust between the UK and the EU27 after Brexit relating to jurisdiction and judgments. Under the

Rome Regulation EU 27 courts should continue to give effect to English choice of law clauses

because the regulation adopts the principle of party autonomy.13 The UK plans to retain much of

EU law after Brexit, including this rule.14 UK law firm publications, unsurprisingly, argue that

English law will, after Brexit, have the advantages it has now .15 

Enforcement of judgments is a separate issue. The UK Government has stated that it

12 See, e.g., Gasser ¶ 72 (“the Brussels Convention is necessarily based on the trust which
the Contracting States accord to each other's legal systems and judicial institutions. It is that
mutual trust which has enabled a compulsory system of jurisdiction to be established, which all
the courts within the purview of the Convention are required to respect, and as a corollary the
waiver by those States of the right to apply their internal rules on recognition and enforcement of
foreign judgments in favour of a simplified mechanism for the recognition and enforcement of
judgments. It is also common ground that the Convention thereby seeks to ensure legal certainty
by allowing individuals to foresee with sufficient certainty which court will have jurisdiction.”)

13 Rome Regulation, Art 3(1): “A contract shall be governed by the law chosen by the
parties. The choice shall be made expressly or clearly demonstrated by the terms of the contract
or the circumstances of the case. By their choice the parties can select the law applicable to the
whole or to part only of the contract.”

14 European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018, 2018 c. 16. English courts have historically
been comfortable about accepting contracting parties’ choice of law. See, e.g.,John Prebble,
Choice of Law to Determine the Validity and Effect of Contracts a Comparison of English and
American Approaches to the Conflict of Laws, 58 CORNELL L.REV. 433, 443 (1973)(“in
America, as in England, prime importance is accorded to the express intention of the parties. This
is known as the principle of autonomy.”)

15 See, e.g., Allen & Overy, Brexit – English law and the English Courts (Jun. 2018);
Clifford Chance, Brexit, English Law and the English Courts: Where Are We Now? (Aug. 2018).
Cf. Courts and Tribunals Judiciary, English Law, UK Courts and UK Legal Services after Brexit:
The View beyond 2019, 2 (“English Law is and will remain the gold standard: The certainty of
English law is unrivalled. Its flexibility and incremental, judge-made development is highly
valued by UK and international businesses in a wide range of sectors, who choose to have their
contracts governed by it.”)
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wishes to increase civil judicial co-operation generally,16 and civil judicial co-operation with the

EU is a part of this aim. But, if there is no negotiated agreement between the UK and the EU27

relating to jurisdiction and judgment, there is some uncertainty as to what rules will apply

between the EU and the UK. The UK was a party to the Brussels Convention17 before the

Brussels Regulation came into effect. But if the Convention does apply to the UK after Brexit it

does so only with respect to the States which were parties to that Convention — Member States

before the 2004 enlargement and not the entire EU 27.18 The uncertainty about the characteristics

of the post Brexit jurisdiction and judgments regime has implications for litigation between

parties to transnational transactions governed by English law. Litigating disputes in England

would become less attractive if courts in the EU27 might decline to enforce an English judgment.

An English choice of law is generally combined with a jurisdiction clause identifying the

English courts as a or the locus of litigation. After Brexit, those designing transnational

transactions might choose to continue the pattern of linking choice of law and jurisdiction and

displace English law in favour of the law of another jurisdiction. The International Swaps and

Derivatives Association (ISDA) has produced new versions of its Master Swap Agreement to be

governed by Irish law and French law in addition to existing versions governed by English law,

Japanese law and New York law.19 The Chair of the EU’s Single Resolution Board has suggested

that English-law-governed bonds might not be eligible instruments for the purposes of the

Minimum Requirement for own funds and Eligible Liabilities (MREL) under the Bank

16 HM Government, Providing a Cross-Border Civil Judicial Cooperation Framework
(Aug. 2017) at ¶4 (“Beyond our relationship with the EU, the UK will remain committed to
maintaining and deepening civil judicial cooperation internationally, both through continued
adherence to existing multilateral treaties, conventions and standards, and through our
engagement with the international bodies that develop new initiatives in this field.”)

17 Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters (Sept. 27, 1968) O.J L 299/32 (Dec. 31, 1972 ).

18 See, e.g., Gerard Rothschild, Jurisdiction and Brexit: Back to the Brussels Convention
by default? (Jul. 8, 2016) at
https://brexit.law/2016/07/08/jurisdiction-and-brexit-back-to-the-brussels-convention-by-default/

19 ISDA Press Release, ISDA Publishes French and Irish Law Master Agreements (Jul. 3,
2018).
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Resolution Directive.20 Brexit may make English law less attractive as a governing law for

financial transactions.21

It is possible, however, that Brexit will encourage the development of a separation

between choice of law and jurisdiction.22 Parties to financial transactions might want to retain the

benefits of an English governing law and to ensure that any judgment would be enforceable

throughout the EU by providing for jurisdiction in the courts of an EU Member State. France has

already acted to encourage this development by establishing new arrangements for the hearing of

English-law disputes in French Courts.23 The Paris Court of Appeal, the Tribunal de Commerce

and the Paris Bar have issued two Protocols setting out procedures for cases to be brought in the

International Chamber of the Paris Commercial Court, including provisions which allow

participants in the proceedings to speak English.24 The Protocols are expressed in neutral language

20 Elke König, Chair of the Single Resolution Board, Speech at the SRB Press Breakfast
(Apr. 5, 2018) at https://srb.europa.eu/en/node/521 ("Just a word regarding Brexit: Clearly, banks
must plan for any possible outcome in the ongoing negotiations and we are closely monitoring
their plans. One topic will be the question of how to deal with bonds issues by Euro area banks
under UK law. These will become third country issues and might no longer be eligible for MREL
going forward.") 

21 There is an additional issue relating to the identity of parties to transactions, for
example where derivatives transactions with UK based entities will need to be novated to
substitute an EU based entity for the UK entity. See, e.g., ISDA, Contractual Continuity in OTC
Derivatives (Jul. 30, 2018) at p 4 (“ some common lifecycle events may constitute regulated
activities in EU-27 jurisdictions triggering local licensing requirements.”)

22 Cf. House of Lords European Union Committee, Brexit: Justice for Families,
Individuals And Businesses? 17th Report of Session 2016–17, HL Paper 134 (Mar. 20, 2017) at
¶40 (“in its written submission, the Law Society of England and Wales pointed to “anecdotal
evidence” of foreign businesses already being discouraged from using choice-of-court
agreements that name “England and Wales as the jurisdiction of choice in commercial
contracts”... If this trend continued, the Law Society anticipated a “detrimental [impact on] the
legal services sector in England and Wales and the economic contribution it makes to the UK
economy”.)

23 The French initiative is one of a number of initiatives whereby States compete to be
centres for arbitration or court resolution of international commercial disputes. 

24 See, e.g., Shearman and Sterling, The International Chambers of the Paris Courts and
Their Innovative Rules of Procedure (Apr. 23, 2018) (with links to English translations of the
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and not as a component of a French plan to increase Paris’s significance as a leading financial

centre in the EU after Brexit. But the new arrangements follow a report by the Haut Comité

Juridique de la Place Financière de Paris, a Committee established at the instigation of the French

Financial Markets Authority (AMF) and of the French Central Bank to promote the legal

competitiveness of Paris as a financial centre.25 The Minister for Justice charged the Committee

with working out how to allow businesses to bring proceedings in France in the language of their

business relationship.26 The Committee recognized that there is an international competition

between centres for dispute resolution,27 and noted a need for France to develop expertise in

technical legal issues relating to financial transactions,28 and expertise in English law (although

the document refers to “common law” rather than to English law.29 France should develop courts

which would apply English law, where the proceedings could take place in English to serve the

two Protocoles) at
https://www.shearman.com/perspectives/2018/04/paris-courts-and-their-innovative-rules-of-proc
edure (visited Sept. 12, 2018). 

25 See http://hcjp.fr/presentation-2/ 

26 Legal High Committee of Financial Markets of Paris, Recommendations for the
Creation of Special Tribunals for International Business Disputes, 4 (May 3, 2017).

27 Id. at 5 (“there is a worldwide, as well as European, competition between courts that, in
order to protect the sovereignty of our judicial system and for economic reasons, requires French
courts with jurisdiction in various business law fields to project authority and attractiveness by
the quality of the service they provide.”)

28 Id. (“Another working group, tasked with studying the legal feasibility of developing an
interest rate derivative trading and settlement system in Par is, has stressed the need to
substantially enhance the capacities of the French financial courts in order for them to offer a
credible alternative jurisdiction to the courts in London for disputes arising from these contracts
that raise high ly technical legal issues.”) 

29 Id. (“These general and contextual factors have led the HCJP to suggest that such
specialised tribunal sections be rapidly set up within the civil and commercial courts in Paris to
hear these specific disputes, and that they be staffed with judges who have extensive training and
experience in these technical issues, specific expertise in the foreign law customarily applied in
international commercial relationships, which is essentially the common law, and who speak the
language of such law.”)
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interests of financial firms based in France.30

Foreign law becomes applicable in a jurisdiction in different ways: through colonial and

hegemonic imposition on weaker jurisdictions; through the reception of law by means of legal

transplants and diffusion; through the ad hoc application of foreign law because of characteristics

of litigants or their transactions; and now through new mechanisms for attracting to one

jurisdiction disputes which are to be governed by the law of another jurisdiction. It is tempting to

see this new development as similar to a state establishing itself as a desirable base for arbitration.

But competing to attract disputes to a state’s courts by focusing on disputes governed by one other

state’s law is very different from competing to make non-state arbitral tribunals attractive

locations for the resolution of disputes. The UK, as a party to the New York Convention, can

expect UK arbitral awards to be enforced just as are arbitral awards from other jurisdictions.

Brexit should not change this. Judgments of English courts are a different matter, and France is

seeking to exploit this difference. In seeking to attract English law governed disputes to French

courts, France is trying to take advantage of the strengths of English law which it has had no role

in developing. It is a form of cultural appropriation.31

The Committee’s report does not describe a French court system already prepared to be a

center for the resolution of international; business disputes. Apart from noting that France has

become an important centre for arbitration, rather than identifying existing strengths of the French

court system that would make it ideal for the resolution of disputes relating to transactions

governed by English law, the Committee focuses on what litigants might see as disadvantages of

French proceedings, including a need for more technical expertise,32 and that French proceedings

30 Id. (“Raising the standards of the capital’s commercial courts to international levels is
particularly necessary because Paris is an important, active and innovative financial market.”)

31 Cf. Vos, supra note 5, at ¶67 (“ all this is even more important as the UK leaves the 
European Union. Our courts need to continue to demonstrate to the world that English law can
safely be relied upon by the international business community for its certainty and dependability.
As I said before, and I am not ashamed to repeat, “[w]e are the custodians of a precious
commodity, and should exercise caution and restraint in the way we treat it”.”)

32 Id. at 17 (“The practical issues needing to be considered are, firstly, the expertise of
judges in the law of international finance and commerce and their ability to apply a foreign law
and work in a foreign language and, secondly, the practices adopted by the court with respect to
the production of evidence and holding hearings. Lastly, consideration must be given to the
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involve short hearings,33 but, overall, a slow litigation process.34 These are defects that the

Committee thinks will need to be addressed. And the Committee also suggests that French legal

culture will need to change in order to make the French courts more attractive for the resolution of

business disputes.35 But making these changes is really the normal sort of competition States

engage in to attract business and investment. Deciding to establish a centre for the resolution of

disputes governed by a particular foreign law in court (rather than international disputes governed

by different foreign laws more generally) is less usual. This new English-law-in-French-courts

initiative is rather like developing an emulator so that a game developed on one system can be

played on a very different system.36 It is different from an emulator because an emulator involves

code that allows a machine to run a program designed for a different type of machine. Law may

resemble code, but it is not the same as code.37

human, physical and technical resources that will ensure that the process is organised in an
effective manner.”)

33 Id. at 26 (“One of the most frequent criticisms of our judicial system is the summary
nature of hearings.”)

34 Id. at 11 (“ it was unanimously felt that to approach international standards, it is clear
that our courts must raise the bar in terms of meeting the timeframes required to resolve cases
with high financial stakes. In general, speed and punctuality are regarded as essential to the
international appeal of a legal system, in particular when handling international commercial
matters. This would require our commercial courts to reduce the duration of proceedings at all
levels, by strictly enforcing timeframes through procedural mechanisms and scheduling firm
dates for pronouncing judgment.”)

35 Id. at 36 (“ This report has not addressed the substantive factors specific to our legal
culture that would contribute to procuring even greater international authority to our justice
system in commercial matters: the stability of the case-law, a more rigorous legal conception of
compliance with contractual commitments and greater realism in the assessment of damages. It is
up to the courts themselves to keep these factors in mind. An increased professionalism of the
courts, combined with the determination of the parties and upgraded economic and financial
expertise tools, will undoubtedly contribute thereto.”)

36 James Conley, Ed Andros, Priti Chinai, Elise Lipkowitz &David Perez, Use of a Game
Over: Emulation and the Video Game Industry, A White Paper, 2 NW.J. TECH.& INTELL.PROP.1
(2004).

37 Lessig etc.
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The French initiative is different from the standard practice of States in two ways: first, by

planning for the hearing of a potentially large number of disputes governed by foreign law in court

rather than by providing state resources to support the work of in-private arbitral tribunals and,

second, in planning to use the State’s courts to decide cases governed by a particular foreign law.

With respect to the first difference, arbitration might be a way of addressing the issue of

enforceability of English law governed transactions after Brexit, at least in some cases. An

arbitration strategy, however, does have some disadvantages. Although the New York Convention

makes arbitral awards enforceable in the courts of States which are parties to the Convention,38

arbitration depends on the agreement of the parties, either in an arbitration agreement included in

the transactional documents or a separate agreement at the time of transacting or in the context of

a dispute. Thus, ensuring arbitration of disputes about English law governed transactions

established before Brexit (or before the date of the referendum when Brexit was not anticipated)

could be problematic. But trying to resolve an English-law governed dispute in France would also

involve either an agreement about jurisdiction or risk proceedings in more than one jurisdiction.

Arbitration may not provide the same level of certainty as to the interpretation of

contractual language as court decisions can. Arbitrators may treat the decisions of other arbitrators

as having precedential effect,39 but courts do not tend to do so. Part of the advantage of English

law as a governing law for international transactions is that English courts follow precedent so

that the application of English law tends to be reasonably consistent and predictable over time. 

Courts do apply foreign law to cases within their jurisdiction, but when they do so their

decisions are not regarded as precedential abroad.40 In common law courts foreign law is treated

as a fact to be proved, rather than as law to be applied by the court.41 In the common law,

adversarial litigation system, the parties hire their own experts to give evidence as to what the law

38See http://www.newyorkconvention.org/countries .

39 W. C. M. Weidenmaier, Judging-Lite: How Arbitrators Use and Create Precedent, 90
N.C. L. REV.1091 (2012).

40 MF - a NY decision on English law would be regarded as precedent in NY.

41 See, e.g., Arthur Nussbaum, The Problem of Proving Foreign Law, 50 YALE L. J. 1018
(1941); Peter Hay, The Use and Determination of Foreign Law in Civil Litigation in the United
States, 62 (Supp) AM. J. COMP. L. 213 (2014).
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is. Judges may vary in the extent to which they want to rely on expert evidence rather than on their

own assessments of foreign law.42 But even where the court applies its own idea of what a foreign

law provides with respect to the issues before the court, a common law court applying foreign law

does not purport to state with precedential effect what that law provides. 

The French English-law-in-French-courts initiative seems to proceed on a rather different

basis. In France court decisions are required to be in French,43 but the initiative includes

provisions for a translation of the decision to be produced in English at the same time as the

publication of the decision. This is logical— if the proceedings may be held in English, it makes

sense for the decision to be similarly accessible to the parties. But the Committee did not just have

in mind the convenience of the parties in proposing publication of English translations of

decisions—the Committee saw such translated opinions as being important for English language

commentators to notice them: 

... although it is not possible for judgment to be rendered in English, a sworn

translation into English should be made available when judgment is pronounced.

This would also enable the judgment to be immediately classified and commented

on in English-language treatises.44

There are two points to notice here. The Committee seems to imagine that publication of

information about court decisions in treatises is significant for the evolution of all law;  it is in

civil law systems, but not necessarily in a common law system. And the Committee seems to

42 See, e.g., id. at 228 (“In 2010, Judge Richard A. Posner wrote in Sunstar (and repeated
these sentiments the same year in his concurrence in Bodum..) that, “relying on paid witnesses to
spoon feed judges is justifiable only when the foreign law is the law of a country with such an
obscure or poorly developed legal system that there are no secondary materials to which the
judge could turn.” (Footnotes omitted)

43 Committee report, supra note 26, at 15 (“Court decisions in France must be in French
"the case-law of the Cour de cassation (Court of Cassation) treats as a legislative act the
Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts of 25 August 1539, whose Articles 110 and 111 have not been
repealed. Based on that ordinance, which required court documents to be drafted in French rather
than Latin to render them comprehensible, the Cour de cassation has developed a case-law
requiring court decisions to be drafted in French. This is a public policy requirement from which
there can be no exception.")

44 Id. at 13.
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assume that the French English-law decisions should be seen as significant as a statement of what

English law is.

It may be that in other civil law jurisdictions the French decisions on English law may

come to be regarded as significant. But it is not so clear that the decisions would (or should) be

regarded as significant by English courts. Common law courts are used to thinking of decisions of

other common law courts on issues of common law as persuasive, although such decisions are not

treated as binding.45 An English court deciding an issue of English law on which a French court

had previously issued a decision might take the French decision into account if encouraged to do

so by the parties. But it is difficult to see why an English court would want to describe the French

decision even as persuasive, because to do so would be to acknowledge a status of the decision

which it does not have. Common law courts do not typically see decisions of other courts about

foreign law as decisions of law rather than as decisions of fact. 

There is a possibility that the separate activities of French and English courts with respect

to the development of English law in international transactions will create a fork in the law.46

English law might be seen as developing two strands, which we might call English law (original

version) and English law (French version). If this forking occurs, it will create uncertainty about

what the rules of English law are. And, although we might think it desirable for common law

systems to be, to a large extent, consistent with each other,47 parties choose to have their contracts

governed by the law of a particular common law jurisdiction, rather than by common law in

general. Fragmentation of application and interpretation of the law of a single common law

system is a much greater problem than the problem of fragmentation of common law generally. If

the French initiative is successful such fragmentation is likely to occur. Fragmentation of the

45 See, for example, the discussion in Vos, supra note 5, of cases where common law
courts in different jurisdictions have reached different views on the legal rules. 

46 Cf. literature on linux forking.

47 See, e.g., Vos, supra note 5, at ¶45 (“Moreover, cross-border business and the new
borderless financial service technologies mean that our common law jurisdictions bear a heavy
responsibility for ensuring that the common law is not arbitrarily different in different places or
indeed an instrument of discretion. In the modern commercial environment, I would suggest that
we cannot afford the fragmentation caused by non-aligned common laws and judicial systems. It
causes added legal costs and expenses, and unaffordable delays in securing reliable legal advice
and effective dispute resolution.”)
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common law caused by the colonial imposition of law on conquered nations is inevitable after

independence. And the coloniser should be careful about imposing or seeming to impose its view

of the law on ex-colonies.48 But the French initiative is very different from the ex-colony’s

interpretation and development of its own law, originally imposed through conquest. The UK

does not have the same sort of moral obligation to recognize French decisions on English law as it

does with respect to decisions in Singapore about what the common law is.

A range of issues may arise. The simplest cases will be cases relating to contract

interpretation, but litigation relating to financial transactions frequently involves questions of

interaction between common law and statutes which implicate complex issues of public policy.

Can litigants be sure that the French court will apply the view of public policy that and English

court would apply? What if the UK adopts statutes after Brexit that may conflict with French law? 

A simple solution would  be for the English courts to develop a procedure for the

articulation of an authoritative view of what English law is with respect to a defined issue.  In the

absence of agreement between the UK and the EU27 with respect to enforcement of judgments

some parties to transactions governed by English law may decide it makes sense to resolve

disputes outside the UK in the interests of enforcing any judgment more easily. Whereas the UK

has an interest in ensuring that dispute resolution with respect to English law governed disputes

occurs in England it also has an interest in controlling the fragmentation of English law.

48 Cf. Vos supra note 5, at ¶63 (“We will not advance the cause of certainty and
consistency by jingoism. Rather, we should, I think, be advocating considered judicialr estraint.”)
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